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Abstract: Propelled by rapid urbanization, city administrations in low- and middle-income countries face a raft of challenges to secure food and nutrition for its poor urban dwellers. Urban agriculture (UA) seems a viable intervention to address urban food insecurity, however, experience has shown that urban gardens do not expand at the expected rate. Tackling this issue requires a deeper understanding of the main constraints that block UA expansion. Benin is not an exception; the country witnesses a breathtaking growth of its main cities that is in synchronization with a mounting food insecurity. Our research aims, therefore, to identify the main constraints for the expansion of UA in Benin, and adopt a three-pronged approach combined with a systematic literature review, a survey held among experienced urban gardeners, and in-depth interviews with stakeholders. Altogether, the synthesis shows a predominance of five main constraints: lack of land and tenure insecurity, insufficient government support, restricted market access, limited access to productive factors, and inequality issues. Specifically, while the review showed that most barriers are linked and could be tackled together, the survey indicated a political unwillingness which in our in-depth interviews is explained by the unperceived benefits of investing in UA and the lack of enforcement of urban development plans. We suggest that Beninese authorities and academics move in synchronization where the former coordinates the planning of urban gardens and the latter provides evidence to trigger public and private investments in UA. The findings could be the basis for further research on UA in West Africa and the wider continent.
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1. Introduction

Rapid urbanization in low- and middle-income countries is challenging traditional approaches to food and nutrition security (FNS), as well as the established thinking on how cities are fed [1]. Indeed, the usual pattern is that food will be produced in rural areas and transported into urban areas to cover the food needs of urban population. However, the expedited urban population growth induces an increase in the demand for food, putting serious competing claims on the natural resource base (land, water) that serves as factors for food production. In addition, a growing poor population in low- and middle-income countries is living in urban areas with few capacities to produce its own food. For instance, Ravallion, et al. [2] estimate that twenty-five percent of the developing world’s poor live in urban areas with minimal access to food; they also conclude that the number of poor urban
dwellers is rapidly expanding. Furthermore, perishable fresh food products such as vegetables are either not available or inaccessible for the urban poor who cannot afford to pay the high prevailing prices. Hence, cities become FNS hotspots that face serious challenges for the wellbeing of their inhabitants, especially for lower-income groups.

Urban agriculture (UA) figures prominently among the most viable interventions to address food insecurity in urban areas. UA, defined as growing plants and raising animals within and around cities [3], is practiced by 800 million people worldwide and helps low-income urban residents save money on food purchases [4]. Roughly 15–20% of the world’s food is grown in urban areas, a figure that is likely to increase as cities continue to grow [5]. UA encompasses various forms depending on the criteria used for the classification (types of actors, location, products, technology, types of economic activities, and the degree of market orientation) [6]; using location criterion, home gardening and allotment gardening are two forms of UA. UA contributes to FNS and economic opportunities, especially when low-income communities which participate obtain direct access to locally produced fresh foods that widens the food diversity, while offering employment opportunities and generating some income by selling surplus produce [4,7]. UA potentially constitutes an important strategy for poverty alleviation and the social integration of disadvantaged groups in the urban socio-economic system. For instance, several UA projects that involve disadvantaged groups, such as female-headed households, recent immigrants, and unemployed youth, exist with the aim to integrate them more strongly into the urban network and to provide them with a decent livelihood (see e.g., in Havana, Cuba: [8], in Lagos, Nigeria: [9], in Cotonou and Porto-Novo, Benin: [10]. The projects not only resulted in food- and income-generating activities, but also in a higher self-esteem, enhanced self-management capacity and more interactions with other actors in the urban society. Furthermore, UA is part of the urban ecological system and can play an important role in the urban environmental management system by turning urban wastes into a productive resource such as compost or animal feed [11]. Finally, UA also contributes to a scenic, green, and more pleasant urban environment [12].

Despite its acknowledged important contributions in the social, economic, and ecological urban development, UA is not expanding in low- and middle-income countries against the rate that would be expected by its anticipated benefits. Poulsen, et al. [13], Warren, et al. [14], and Korth, et al. [15] investigated the association between UA and FNS through a systematic review of the literature (up to 2013) and concluded that there was a lack of robust evidence to substantiate that UA positively contributes to FNS. The lack of concrete evidence on the positive effect of UA on food and financial security might therefore explain the large absence of policies regarding its development. However, the presence of UA in all its forms, widely spread, and appreciated in other parts of the world, contradicts to a certain extent the premise that the absence of information is the main barrier for expansion. Hence, it is important to assess what the key blockades of the expansion of UA are.

The Republic of Benin is no exception. The poor West African country witnesses a stunning growth of its main cities that goes hand in hand with an increasing food insecurity in the Beninese metropoles. From 2002 to 2013, the country’s population density increased from 59 to 87 inhabitants per square kilometer [16]. This increase was largely due to the fast-growing urban areas across the country. For instance, the city of Abomey-Calavi, in the south, doubled its population in the same decade, increasing from 307,000 to 656,000 inhabitants. In 2018, more than 47% of the country’s population was living in urban areas [17], facing cities with FNS challenges. For instance, the proportion of food-insecure people in Benin’s urban areas approximately remained the same from 2013 (8%) to 2017 (7%), but the absolute number of food-insecure people significantly increased in that period, from around 332,000 to 449,000 inhabitants. Benin avails of a few examples of UA that positively impacted on the FNS situation of the gardeners and their families [10]. However, the concept of UA was not widely adopted in the urban areas of Benin.

Artmann and Sartison [18] and Wesener, et al. [19] conducted a systematic literature review on the important drivers and constraints of UA implementation in the Global North and on factors that support or obstruct the development of urban community gardens in the United States, Australia,
Canada, the United Kingdom, South Africa, Germany, and New Zealand. However, we assume that these countries present different realities as compared to a low- or middle-income country’s context which, to the best of our knowledge, has been under researched, concerning the factors that impede UA development. In addition, Artmann and Sartison [18] argued that, independently of the number of times drivers and constraints that have been mentioned in the literature, specific case studies that prioritize stakeholders’ perspectives might prove important to learn from each context. Hence, and to advance the international debate on the development of UA, our research aims to identify the main constraints for the expansion of UA in Benin, focusing on allotment gardens. Our focus is on allotment gardens because it is the most practiced form of UA in Benin and has the multiple benefits of collective action [10]. We therefore adopted a three-pronged approach. First, we held an international review of scientific literature related to the UA—FNS nexus in low- and middle-income countries, including peer-reviewed articles from 2013 to 2018 to ensure novelty. Second, we consulted the findings on the constraints and barriers for UA development derived from a survey held among 261 experienced gardeners in Benin. Third, we conducted a series of in-depth interviews with stakeholders focusing on political constraints that are impeding the broad implementation of UA.

The paper is structured in five sections. Section 2 presents the methodology used in this study. Section 3 describes the included studies in the review, the drivers, and the barriers to UA as well as the results of the survey and interviews. Section 4 discusses the results and brings out the perspectives for upscaling UA in Benin, and low- and middle-income countries in general. Section 5 concludes.

2. Materials and Methods

Below, we discussed the methods for the systematic literature review, the survey, and the in-depth interviews.

2.1. Systematic Literature Review

Prior to performing the systematic review, a general Google Scholar search was run to ensure that the search captured the appropriate studies. These articles and the systematic reviews by Poulsen, McNab, Clayton and Neff [13], Warren, Hawkesworth and Knai [14], and Korth, Stewart, Langer, Madinga, Da Silva, Zaranyika, van Rooyen and de Wet [15] were also used to collect the key terms and phrases for the search. Eligible articles were identified using five bibliographic databases: AGRICOLA EBSCO, CAB Abstracts, Science Direct, SCOPUS and Web of Science. The databases’ search used Boolean operators to pair the primary keyword (urban agriculture) and its synonyms with each second keyword (financial security; food security) and their synonyms. To ensure novelty, only articles from 2013 to 2018 were included and the search was focused on low- and middle-income countries. Articles that were unavailable in English were excluded. The systematic search in the five databases resulted in a total of 2865 hits. The hand search resulted in the inclusion of an additional 13 articles. After deduplication and applying the critical assessment of the eligibility criteria, 26 articles were included in the systematic review (Figure 1).
Figure 1. Guidelines of the systematic literature review. UA: Urban agriculture Data from the literature were extracted based on a pre-designed assessment tool and accompanying criteria primarily to determine the measured effect (positive or negative) of UA on food and financial security as well as social well-being. The effect of UA on social well-being was included in the analysis because we assumed that social well-being might be an additional motivation for policies to upscale UA. The included articles were also assessed along with the country where the study was conducted, the status (low- and middle-income) of the country, the drivers, the barriers, and the main conclusion. Further information regarding the search strategy, the assessment criteria, and the data extracted could be found in Van de Louw [20]. The results were used as a basis to classify and discuss all the identified constraints from the survey and the in-depth interviews.

2.2. Survey among Experienced Gardeners

A survey was conducted among 261 experienced gardeners in Cotonou and Porto-Novo, two cities in southern Benin (Figure 2) to explore the benefits, organization, and constraints for the development of urban allotment gardens, also referred to as urban gardens [10]. Therefore, the study investigated barriers that impede the implementation of allotment gardens by considering internal and external factors and interlinkages. Further details on the sampling, survey implementation, and data analysis were published in Houessou, et al. [21]. Here, we summarized the main steps. We used the formula of Yamane [22] to calculate the sample size from the study population of 828 urban gardeners. As the obtained number (270 respondents) exceeded 5%, we used the Cochran [23] correction formula to calculate the corrected sample size (204 respondents). Then, we used two-stage stratified random sampling to determine the number of respondents per allotment garden, by multiplying the share of urban gardeners over the two cities and the share of urban gardeners over the allotment gardens per city. However, we decided to survey at least three members per allotment and adjusted the sample size, accordingly, giving a total of 261 respondents.
The survey used a spreadsheet format with validated lists in scroll-down menus as a standard response with dedicated fields for open answers to insert the collected data. The inserted data were, after that, stored in a vector format that facilitated further processing. Data processing and analysis used Minitab 14 for the descriptive statistics to present categorical answers as frequencies and numerical answers as means and quartiles. Afterwards, a focus group discussion was organized with gardeners and experts from the Ministry of Agriculture to verify and discuss the findings of this study. Detailed information on the processed data was stored in a working document [10] that is available for supplementary consultation. Furthermore, the discussion considered the most important constraints (first three columns from Table 1) as ranked by urban gardeners and classified them accordingly to the constraints identified in the systematic review.

2.3. Semi-Structured Interviews

Seven semi-structured interviews were conducted in March 2019 in Benin; six interviews with municipal and governmental policy officers, and one interview with a board member of the national association of urban gardeners. The stakeholders map for UA in this study was presented in Van de Louw [20]. The aim of the interviews was to perceive, from the policy perspective, the constraints that impede UA upscaling. The interviews used a discussion guide and lasted 57 min on average. The questions of the discussion guide were focused on political priority and familiarity with UA, constraints facing the implementation of UA and the possible solutions, and the political willingness to tackle encountered constraints. The perspectives were presumed to clarify the underlying motivations.
of local and national authorities. After informed consent was given, the interviews were audio recorded and iteratively transcribed to further adjust the discussion guide.

Regarding the analysis of the interview data, audio transcriptions were checked and validated by three researchers. Then, the thematic coding of the interviews was performed with the software Atlas.ti in an inductive manner [24] as follows. First, all the interviews were open-coded, allowing the key points of the data to be gathered. Second, the codes of comparable content were clustered into concepts. Lastly, the concepts were clustered in their turn into categories; the categories formed the basis of the conclusions from the interviews, exposing political constraints and their underlying causes that impede the upscaling of UA.

### Table 1. Constraints ranking by the urban gardeners.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constraint (%)/Rank</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Land access and tenure insecurity</td>
<td>60.2</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>06.5</td>
<td>03.5</td>
<td>04.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of financial capital</td>
<td>61.7</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>06.1</td>
<td>00.8</td>
<td>00.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of access to clean and reliable water</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>09.6</td>
<td>08.1</td>
<td>04.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High input costs</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>09.6</td>
<td>05.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market functioning</td>
<td>06.5</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>05.0</td>
<td>03.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relations with neighbors</td>
<td>02.7</td>
<td>01.9</td>
<td>03.1</td>
<td>02.3</td>
<td>04.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theft and robbery</td>
<td>07.3</td>
<td>07.3</td>
<td>06.9</td>
<td>03.8</td>
<td>05.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of farming skills</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>06.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of public authorities’ commitment</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>25.7</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>03.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor shortage</td>
<td>08.4</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>08.8</td>
<td>08.1</td>
<td>08.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diseases</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N = 261

## 3. Results

This section presents the results from the literature review, the survey with experienced gardeners and the in-depth interviews.

### 3.1. The Literature Review

Of the 26 studies, 22 were conducted in Africa: three studies in Asia and one in South America. Concerning the measured effects observed, 14 out of the 26 articles indicated a positive effect of UA on food security while two indicated a neutral or negative effect. With respect to the latter studies, the main argument was that UA does not positively impact on food security in its current status, but it could perhaps hold the potential to contribute. Concerning financial security, 17 included articles reported improved financial security due to UA, two articles a neutral effect and one study reported a negative effect. On well-being, eight articles reported an improvement in the social well-being of farmers attributable to practicing UA, while one article reported a negative effect. The positive effects mainly referred to increased social cohesion within the community [25,26] and health benefits for those practicing UA [27,28].

### Barriers

Five main barriers for UA development were found in the literature review. First, the lack of access to land and tenure insecurity were indicated as major barriers [25,29–35]. Indeed, not owning the land urban farmers worked on put them in a land insecurity situation, that impeded their investment, given the risk of non-compliance of mandatory reimbursements. For example, purchasing fertilizers does not guarantee higher harvests during unexpected dry spells; evidence learns that the tedious labor investments to create terraces only pays back after several years, long after lease contracts might expire.

Second, insufficient government support was a major barrier to urban cultivation [25,29–31,33–42]. Indeed, unclear urban policies on land use led to small or even the absence of investments as farmers...
forgo the risk of losing their relatively small income if authorities would claim the land and destroy their crops. Then, unsupportive governments made urban cultivation virtually impossible when land was attributed to land use types like industries and infrastructures.

Third, restricted market access was a constraint for urban farmers [25,27,35,38,42–45]. Market participation was difficult to urban farmers who were located far away from markets when transport costs make the commercialization of produce uninteresting. In addition, the lack of cooperation and therefore competition among gardeners resulted in weak capacities to bargain.

Fourth, the limited access to production factors such as fertilizer, clean water, knowledge and capital formed a constraint for farmers to develop their gardens productively [25,27–32,34,35,38–40,42,44,46,47]. It was indicated that restricted access in freshwater resources was a severe problem to practice urban farming. When, for irrigation purposes, freshwater necessarily had to be replaced with wastewater, customers might be afraid to be victimized by water-borne diseases [38,42,46].

Last, inequality issues impeded the development of UA [25,37,38,48], specifically when unequal access to productive resources downgraded women in their endeavors to practice urban farming and make a better living. For instance, in Nigeria, only males had assets to pledge for loans and cover the costs of acquiring land [48]. In addition, gender differences begot land leases to men over women, forcing women into smaller scaled plots, resulting in a lower income compared to men [37].

Drivers

The reviewed literature indicated five main drivers in favor of UA development. First, land access and ownership was mentioned as a strong driver to successful UA [29,31,36]. We noted a positive correlation between the access to and the ownership of land and the scale of the production system.

Second, farming efficiency was a driving factor towards UA implementation [26,31–33,38,43,47,49]. Indeed, improved production systems, where fewer inputs (fertilizer, water) were used, were a motivating factor for urban farmers to develop large farms [47]. In addition, specialization in dry season farming [43] and vertical farming by means of sack-gardening [26] enabled the inclusion of many more farmers and increased production in cities.

Third, policy support was found to boost the development of UA [25,27–29,33]. For example, in Tanzania, the policies allowed farmers to freely organize themselves in interest groups that could exert pressure on policymakers for support to farmers [25]. Policy support in land allocation to agriculture in cities was also found to enable the development of UA in Vietnam [33]. In addition, perceived benefits in terms of income generation and contribution to food security as well as sound institutional arrangements motivated policy support towards UA [28,29].

Fourth, a sound internal organization and cooperation between farmers positively influenced UA development [28,38,44,47,48]. Organizing working groups and collaboration among farmers improved farming skills and production levels. This also improved their access to funding and organized joint ventures to access markets.

Finally, the close proximity to a market was considered an important factor for a broad implementation of UA [30,31,35,43]. Indeed, closer proximity resulted in cost advantages for the producers and enhanced their income due to the decrease in travelling costs, the better knowledge of market prices and a lower risk in the transportation of highly perishable goods.

3.2. The Survey

Barriers

Urban gardeners indicated several constraints impeding their activities (Figure 3). First, almost all (97%) of the surveyed gardeners considered land access and tenure insecurity as a constraint for their urban gardening activities. The main reasons included land unavailability (47%), the lack of policy regulation (30%), the difficulty in leasing land (20%) and others (a combination of the aforementioned
reasons as well as a lack of security with the landlord and a lack of space). However, the majority (62%) of gardeners indicated that municipalities are not willing to solve the land access issue. Second, a high number of gardeners (94%) indicated the lack of financial capital as a constraint for gardening. The main reasons cited included the lack of credit for agricultural activities (33%), the high interest rates of financial institutions (29%), the lack of collateral to obtain credit (24%), the lack of a deferred period for reimbursements (3%) and others (10%), such as the absence of an agricultural bank and the difficulty in obtaining credit. Third, most gardeners (64%) considered the lack of access to clean and reliable water as a constraint for gardening. The main reasons included the unavailability of equipment for irrigation (70%), the pollution of shallow water in wells (15%), seasonal rainfall patterns (11%) and others (4%), such as no control over water, floods, and leaching in rainy season.

Fourth, a majority (68%) of the gardeners considered the high costs of inputs as a constraint for gardening. The main reasons were the frequent rupture of inputs such as fertilizer and pesticide (52%), the shortage of input providers on the market (42%), and others (6%), such as the lack of a government subsidy, the market monopoly and the lack of money.

Fifth, more than two-thirds (67%) considered market functioning as a constraint to gardening. The reasons were the low prices in general (74%), unreliable relationships with traders (9%), the distance from farms to markets (4%), unreliable relationships with brokers (1%), and others (12%) such as the lack of clients, the lack of control over vegetable imports, the bias against local produce among customers, as well as the lack of contracts with hotels, restaurants and consumers. Sixth, only 5% of the gardeners considered their partnership with neighbors (gardeners or people on the immediate outskirts) as a constraint. Seventh, about three-quarters (72%) of the gardeners considered the lack of farming skills (improved technics and pest management) as a constraint for gardening. Eighth, a high number of gardeners (96%) considered the lack of commitment from public authorities as a constraint for gardening. Ninth, about half (48%) of the gardeners considered labor shortage as a constraint to gardening, but only 5% of them thought that the labor shortage could be addressed. Tenth, and last, theft and robbery (36%) and diseases such as malaria and diarrhea (60%) were two other factors considered by the gardeners as constraints to gardening.

![Constraints](image.png)

**Figure 3.** Perspectives of the urban gardeners on the constraints facing UA development.
To prioritize the constraints, the gardeners scored them from the most important to the least important (Table 1). Land access and tenure insecurity, lack of financial capital and the lack of public authorities’ commitment were the first set of three constraints identified by the gardeners. The second set of constraints comprised the lack of access to clean and reliable water and the high cost of inputs. The third set included the market functioning, the lack of farming skills and to some extent diseases. The last set of constraints covered the relationships with neighbors, theft and robbery, and labor shortage.

- **Drivers**

  Against the identified constraints, the gardeners suggested solutions that might drive the development of UA. First, regarding the land access and tenure insecurity, possible solutions included the promotion of intercommunal partnership to provide cities with large areas for UA (39%), the enhancement of urban planning mainstreaming zoning (32%), and negotiating with public and private institutions to lease their open spaces for an extended period (20%).

  Second, regarding the lack of financial capital, gardeners suggested to adapt loan access conditions (collateral and deferred period for reimbursements) to the agricultural sector (42%), to reduce the financial institutions’ interest rates (28%), and encourage cooperative formation between the gardeners to access loans (23%), and others such as the creation of an agricultural bank (6%).

  Third, to tackle the lack of access to clean and reliable water, the gardeners suggested that policies support farmers in accessing loans to purchase water equipment (69%), in securing land tenure so that gardeners can invest in irrigation or water de-pollution (29%), and others (2%) such as conserving nature.

  Fourth, among the possible solutions against the high costs of inputs, the gardeners suggested to enable a more business-oriented approach, reducing the input costs (60%), regulating input costs through policy instruments such as customs reduction (30%), and others (7%) such as installing a local manufacturing unit in the country.

  Fifth, the suggested solutions to improve market functioning included the access to markets in other cities (31%), the avoidance of fixed-price arrangements (23%), making direct contact with traders (14%), the access to export markets (6%), and others (24%), such as price regulation, the avoidance of vegetable imports, and the promotion of local consumption.

  Sixth, although few gardeners considered their partnership with neighbors as a constraint, they thought that the relationship with neighbors could be improved most efficiently through negotiations (69%) and better agreements on the use of land/water (31%). They also indicated that improved conflict resolution should be organized by the management committee board (69%), local authorities (23%) and amicably by the affected parties (8%).

  Seventh, concerning the lack of farming skills, gardeners indicated that capacity-building programs (58%), the customization of extension services to the needs and comprehension levels of gardeners (36%) or both (1%) are possible solutions to the issue.

  Eighth, to tackle the issue of a lack of commitment from public authorities, the gardeners suggested the financial support to UA (72%), the legitimization of UA (21%), and others (4%) such as setting up a discussion platform between the government and gardeners.

  Ninth, and last, although few gardeners thought that labor shortage could be addressed, they suggested raising awareness among youth of the benefits of gardening and the need to use modern technology in gardening activities.

**3.3. The In-Depth Interviews**

- **Barriers**

  All interviewees indicated the unavailability of land as the main constraint for UA development. The lack of access to land resulted in tenure insecurity, as farmers were uninformed about when the
land would be claimed. Land unavailability was attributed to rapid urbanization in combination with a lack of reservation of land for UA, though planned in development plans. Especially in Benin, where land is privately owned, purchasing land by the government for UA was perceived as too costly because its benefits and profitability were not fully recognized by those who had the power to make change.

Then, natural constraints like pests and climate change were mentioned as constraints to UA. The reason was that the pesticides required to combat pests in vegetable production were not available or prohibited by the government due to soil contamination and health risks. One of the interviewees exemplified: "I worked in Cotonou before and there was an area where people were exploiting and just one day a French investor bought all the land and the people were chased away. There were still crops growing, almost ready to be harvested, but they did not care and ruined everything".

Furthermore, UA was a low priority for policies. The political priority of UA was determined by two factors: the responsibility and the perceived benefits. For instance, who should be held responsible for the success of UA appeared unclear because some interviewees stressed the government’s responsibility to allocate land to ensure food security for its citizens, while others claimed that farmers were entrepreneurs and were therefore responsible for their own success. In addition, although the benefits of UA, such as the contribution to food security, healthy and affordable food, income and employment, and social cohesion were indicated, about half of the interviewees claimed that the benefits were largely unperceived by the government; resulting in the unwillingness to make actual changes. Moreover, it was unclear among interviewees which institutions should be mandated to bring about changes in favor of UA.

The prevailing situation showed that although urban development plans were in place, they were not enforced. Especially, urban planning that allocated land for various purposes was unknown by communities and ignored by authorities. Therefore, drawing up development plans and policy implications appeared ineffective, as it required a strong political will to enforce them. An interviewee also argued that the status quo might be explained by the unperceived benefits of investing in UA by the government. He further claimed that on top of the benefits for the economy, UA can bring in money as well:

“In terms, people will pay taxes, but before they pay taxes, they should experience support so that they are willing to pay taxes. If you do not support them, they are not willing to pay taxes. So, from both sides trust should be gained to help each other” (member of the National Agency for Territorial Development).

Drivers

Many changes were required to overcome the constraints that were in place. First, a strict enforcement and control of policies and development plans was indicated as essential to improve land allocation to UA and prevent the uncontrolled urban sprawl. To that end, policymakers were indicated as important players to ensure the policies’ enforcement.

Then, the interviewees indicated that academic support was needed to provide a decision-support tool for the policymakers to allocate land to UA. Another indicated role for researchers was to provide improved farming technologies and measure the impact of UA on food and financial security, the livelihoods of the urban poor, and economic growth.

Furthermore, there was the need to inform and convince decision-makers with evidence-informed solutions to impact the political agenda. For instance, the government was convinced about the potential of cash crops such as cotton and cashew, and therefore, they made huge investments in these products. Similarly, the interviewees argued that convincing the government to support UA depended on how they were convinced of the profitability of the sector. A proper means of collaboration between urban farmers and the government was also required to enhance political priority. If the urban farmers could demonstrate the positive impact of UA on their lives, political priority would increase. Platforms
to establish such collaboration existed but were not functioning accordingly, hence the need to rebirth such platforms.

The interviewees further made suggestions to overcome the existing political constraints as follows: land lease contracts, reserving all left-over land and vertical farming. Regarding land lease contracts, two types of contracts were suggested: 5-year and 10-year lease contracts that allow urban farmers to temporarily utilize urban land while simultaneously ensuring private owners their property. Concerning the reservation of yet available land, mainly in peri-urban areas, interviewees suggested to enforce the development plans in place. In fact, on paper, the land was already reserved as green space but in practice, this was not the case. Therefore, the efforts should endeavor to keep and allocate the remainder to UA. Last, vertical farming was proposed to explore the possibilities of producing food on less space. In terms of vertical farming, mainly hydroponics was proposed to reduce the use of inputs and the increase yields. However, the interviewees suggested that hydroponics should be researched to propose how it could be adapted to local conditions.

4. Discussion

This study used a three-pronged approach to summarize the evidence regarding the constraints facing the development of UA in Benin. The approach is relevant for two reasons. First, using standard systematic review procedures to explore the push and pull factors for UA in low- and middle-income countries was indicated to present up-to-date evidence and perspectives for policy making and practice [51]. Second, developing a country case study enables in-depth exploration, from a policy and practice perspective, of the key issues impeding broad UA implementation. The approach is sound and innovative as the three congruent components—systematic review, survey among urban gardeners, and interviews among authorities—complement each other as follows. The systematic review brought an international perspective, the survey consulted urban gardeners who are direct actors in Benin on the restrictions and opportunities at the field level, while the interviews with experts from local and national government provided insights about the explicit political constraints. Altogether, the findings generated a broad spectrum of prevailing constraints in the sector and how policies could be incentivized to take necessary actions. The soundness of the approach is corroborated by Artmann and Sartison [18] who indicated in their systematic literature review the important drivers and constraints of UA implementation in the Global North that regardless of the number of times drivers and constraints may have been cited in a literature review, context-specific cases might prove valuable for policy making. For instance, in addition to a systematic literature review conducted on factors that support or obstruct the development of urban community gardens in some high-income countries, Wesener, Fox-Kämper, Sondermann and Münderlein [19] consulted the perspectives of urban gardeners and external experts in New Zealand and Germany to inform a country-specific knowledge base and thereby, relevant policy making.

4.1. Constraints Facing UA Development

The review indicated five main barriers to UA upscaling: the lack of land and tenure insecurity, insufficient government support, restricted market access, the limited access to productive factors and inequality issues. However, the barriers do not have the same importance; the limited access to productive factors, insufficient government policy, and the lack of land and tenure insecurity appear to be the most cited and highly prominent exponents. Land insecurity is a major barrier that is reducing the potential of UA. Hence, when land is available, the support of policies becomes instrumental to secure tenure for further urban garden development. For instance, even in densely urbanized areas, there may be a high amount of land that can be used either temporarily (for land reserves) or permanently (for green areas), that is, if there is a strong political will. In addition, allocating land to urban gardening would take various conditions into account, including the vicinity of the market that can improve market access for farmers. The two examples showed that most barriers are linked and can be tackled together if there is a clearly defined roadmap that is taken up by policies.
The review also showed that there are five main drivers that may propel the development of UA: land access and ownership, farming efficiency, policy support, cooperation among gardeners and access to the market. Efficient farming due to improved technologies and cooperation among gardeners were the most cited among the drivers. The two drivers were mostly dependent on the choice of urban farmers when developing their gardens. For instance, the farmers can choose to either modify their production systems (dry season farming or vertical farming) and improve yields and incomes, or make joint ventures with peers and improve their bargaining power and sales. Although the rest of drivers was less cited, they are crucial to even start farming in cities. For instance, without land, there is no way to farm within cities. Therefore, their absence is problematic to the development of UA.

Furthermore, it can be noted that most barriers are the absence of the aforementioned drivers. For instance, while land access is playing a major role in upscaling UA, its absence mirrors the opposite role. The same is true for efficient farming and the limited access to productive factors, policy support and insufficient governmental support, as well as vicinity to market and restricted market access. Therefore, the drivers and barriers are two faces of the same coin and we posit that policy support has a pivotal role in addressing the constraints facing the upscaling of UA, for example, by allocating land to UA. In their study, Wesener, Fox-Kämper, Sondermann and Münchlein [19] also indicated that there are many "two-sided" factors, e.g., funding, that may enable, if given, or obstruct, if missing, UA implementation.

The survey explored the challenges encountered by urban gardeners in Benin and showed that the identified constraints nicely fit into the main constraints of the systematic review. Indeed, beyond the lack of land, lack of public authorities' commitment and market functioning, the remainder (lack of financial capital, lack of access to clean and reliable water, high input costs, and the lack of farming skills) could be grouped into the limited access to productive factors. The findings showed that land access and tenure insecurity, the lack of financial capital, and the lack of public authorities' commitment are the three major constraints to UA, and that decision makers are not willing to solve the problems. This finding calls for advocacy at the local and central authority levels to gain their attention on UA and help them address the challenges. Therefore, the gardeners made three recommendations for policies: the promotion of intercommunal partnerships to provide cities with large areas of land for UA, the enhancement of urban planning that mainstreams gardening as a compelling land type use, and the constitution of a guarantee fund to encourage financial institutions to finance agriculture. However, gardeners are also encouraged to improve their cooperation to make joint ventures such as accessing loans and the market. Furthermore, the gardeners showed that the lack of access to clean and reliable water, high input costs, market functioning, and the lack of farming skills hinder gardening activity. Solutions to deal with these constrains go beyond the individual and require that policies deliver the following actions: providing and securing land for farmers to allow investment in irrigation; regulating the industry of inputs through de-monopolization and customs reduction, as well as the vegetable market by reducing imports and promoting local produce; and customizing capacity-building and extension programs to meet the needs of gardeners. Hence, we posit that the integration of the solutions into policy agendas is instrumental to create an enabling environment for the expansion of UA, but at the condition to improve political unwillingness. Although the survey focused on allotment gardens, we assume that the findings are also relevant to other forms of UA (home gardening, individually owned farms). Indeed, regardless of the place of production, the other forms of UA are also present in the same food value chains and the experience shows that they buy inputs and contribute to the same food markets.

In their review of the important drivers and constraints of UA implementation in the Global North, Artmann and Sartison [18] compared the factors among the institutional, social, economic, ecological, spatial, and technical categories. Their findings indicated that community participation, policy regulations, available funding resources, nature protection, securing space for UA, and efficient management methods were the most cited drivers. However, regarding the barriers, the lack of governmental support, lack of community support, investment costs, soil contamination, limited space
for UA, and infrastructural constraints were the most cited. Their findings also confirm that most drivers and barriers are two-sided factors, regardless of the geographical zone. In addition, their findings hold true our assumption that there are some spatial differences among the drivers and barriers of UA implementation. For instance, while a lack of land is the most important barrier in Benin and low- and middle-income countries in general, this factor is low-prioritized in the Global North. However, regardless of the region, insufficient government support is found to be of utmost importance to help address the constraints facing UA development. Hence, trying to understand what constrains political willingness from investing in UA is relevant.

4.2. Solutions Improving Political Willingness

To delve into what constrains political engagement in supporting UA, the interviews learnt from the policy perspective and nicely showed that policy makers indicated the unavailability of land as the main constraint for UA development in Benin. However, although policy makers attribute land unavailability to rapid urbanization in combination with a lack of reservation of land for urban gardening in development plans, they are not willing to make actual change to the prevailing situation. The status quo of unwillingness is explained by two reasons. First, the benefits of investing in UA are unperceived by the government. This reason is further explained by the fact that the government of Benin makes huge investments in cotton and cashew because they are convinced of the potential of these crops in the improvement of the livelihoods of farmers and the economy. Therefore, convincing the government to support UA depends on how they are convinced of the profitability of UA on livelihoods and the economy; hence the need to conduct robust research that would inform agricultural policies. Second, urban development plans are not enforced. Indeed, although there is urban planning that allocates land for various purposes including urban gardening, there are no compelling rules to ensure its enforcement. Therefore, strict enforcement and control policies and development plans are instrumental to improve land allocation to UA and prevent uncontrolled urban sprawl.

However, implementing the proposed solutions is not without difficulty. First, land allocation to UA is not an easy task and requires that academics design a decision-support tool. Thus, vacant land could be allocated through lease contracts. Then, as land area is continuously shrinking, there is the need to improve farming technologies and produce more food on less space; alternative agricultural techniques like hydroponics offer that possibility but in a first attempt need to be researched and adapted to local conditions.

The transdisciplinary approach used in the research makes it sound to create novel findings to the body of knowledge as the stakeholders’ experience was added to a systematic review on the identified constraints that impede the upscaling of UA. Then, the systematic approach and the number of databases searched for the review allowed us to identify a wide variety of studies available on the topic. This study also set a time period (2013–2018) that was recent and hence relevant to the current nature of UA. However, this study has a limitation. Indeed, the number of semi-structured interviews (N = 7) seems small and a larger sample size could have increased the data validity. However, the number of interviewees is not unusual for semi-structured in-depth interviews (e.g., Crouch and McKenzie [52]) that tap from individual well informed experts that allow us to obtain a deeper understanding of the processes behind UA development.

5. Conclusions

Our study assessed what the key constraints to the expansion of UA are in Benin. To answer, we used a three-pronged approach combined with standard systematic review procedures, responses from a survey among gardeners, and interviews with stakeholders. The constraints identified from the systematic review were used to classify and discuss the results of the survey and the interviews. We found that the drivers and barriers are two faces of the same coin, and that there are five main constraints to UA: the lack of land and tenure insecurity, insufficient government support, restricted market access, limited access to productive factors, and inequality issues. On top of that, we found
evidence that most barriers are linked and could be tackled together if there is a clearly defined roadmap that is followed by policies, but the current political unwillingness may be explained by two reasons: the unperceived benefits of investing in UA and the lack of enforcement of urban development plans that allocate land for various purposes including urban gardening. Although, we are calling policy attention to the enforcement of urban planning and investment in UA, there is a need to conduct further research on the following questions: what is the impact of urban gardening on the livelihoods of farmers? How to design a land allocation tool in urban areas? Finally, how to adapt hydroponics to local conditions?
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